Creative or Expressive Arts: Gift Wrapping
Project Leader: Carol Dishon
Phone: 765-409-4435
Email:caroldishon@yahoo.com

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
All of the packages exhibited should fit a central theme. 4-H members will be judged upon neatness and creativity. Packages
for exhibit MUST not contain articles. All packages must have a label from your project manual attached.
LEVEL A: GRADES 3-5
GRADE 3
Wrap one square or rectangular box. No bow. (DO NOT include an article in exhibit packages).
GRADE 4
Wrap one square or rectangular box. Your package must also include name card and self-made bow. Do NOT use a bow
maker.
GRADE 5
One wrapped package, cylinder shaped with a finished end, using commercial paper. Judging will be on creativity. If bows
are used, they must be self-made. (Do NOT use a bow maker.)
LEVEL B: GRADES 6-8
GRADE 6
One wrapped package, square, rectangular or cylinder shaped. One package with the top and bottom wrapped separately so
the judge can open it. The box MUST contain a lining, such as tissue paper. It will be judged on inside appearance and
outside wrapping. Box is to be wrapped inside and outside using commercial paper. NO store bought bows. Creativity is
a large part of this exhibit.
GRADE 7
One package – square, rectangular or cylinder shaped. Use bows you have designed and made with your own wrapping
paper. NO commercial paper, ribbons or bows may be used.
GRADE 8
One wrapped package of an odd shape, using commercial wrapping paper or your own designed wrapping paper. Package
for your exhibit should be shaped other than square, rectangular or cylinder. Examples: heart shaped, round, octagon,
diamond, etc. NO store bought bows or ribbons.
LEVEL C: GRADES 9-12
GRADE 9
One wrapped package using any material other than paper and bows. Judging emphasis will be on originality and creativity.
GRADE 10
One self-made gift bag or envelope with decorations. Helpful hint – fill with tissue paper, streamers, etc.
GRADE 11
One package wrapped for mailing/shipping purposes with proper labeling.
GRADE 12
One set of packages, not more than three packages stacked on each other in a tiered effect. You may use any type of gift
wrap.
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